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SETZ CUFF BENCH

Post and beam steel construction ensures strength
and stability in the Setz cuff bench. The integrated
hand cuff rail is made of 1” tubular steel, seat pans
are bonded to the beam, and the extended foot pad
securely fastens the unit to the floor. The Setz cuff
bench’s open, under seat design improves sight lines
for security personnel. Closed beams and tamper
proof hardware enhance the bench’s security
features.
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Post and beam steel construction ensures strength and stability in the Setz cuff bench. The integrated hand cuff rail is
made of 1” tubular steel, seat pans are bonded to the beam, and the extended foot pad securely fastens the unit to the
floor. The Setz cuff bench’s open, under seat design improves sight lines for security personnel. Closed beams and
tamper proof hardware enhance the bench’s security features.

BRAND

Arconas

Your Trusted Source for Airport and Passenger Terminal Furniture

Arconas is the leading manufacturer and distributor of high-performance furniture for airports and passenger terminals
in North America. With more than 50 years experience, we’re dedicated to enhancing the passenger experience from
departure to arrival with our comprehensive suite of seating, power, waste, recycling, and counter solutions. Our
products are purposefully designed to the highest standards of durability, comfort and safety to satisfy the needs of
travelers and terminal operators alike. Airport Furniture Experts Our team is committed to working closely with
architects, designers, airlines and terminal operators to help achieve each airport’s unique objectives. Since our inception
in 1972, we have completed more than 400 airport installations at major hubs worldwide.  We are a long-standing, active
member of the Airports Council International, the American Association of Airport Executives and the Airport Consultants
Council. We have been recognized as one of Canada’s Best Managed companies, a distinction for which the company has
re-qualified for year over year and now hold Platinum Status. We are also ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 Certified.   
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